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Abstract
We have recently developed an efficient method of performing the full
quantum number projection from the most general mean-field (HFB
type) wave functions including the angular momentum, parity as
well as the proton and neutron particle numbers. With this method,
we have been investigating several nuclear structure mechanisms.
In this report, we discuss the obtained quantum rotational spectra
of the tetrahedral nuclear states formulating certain experimentally
verifiable criteria, of the high-spin states, focussing on the wobbling-
and chiral-bands, and of the drip-line nuclei as illustrative examples.
1. Introduction
In the studies of the nuclear structure problems, especially
of the nuclear collective motion, the underlying observ-
ables are the energy spectra and the transition rates. Al-
though the mean-field methods, such as the Hartree-Fock
(HF) or the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) method, or
more recently, the energy density functional (EDF) theo-
ries have been making remarkable progress, nevertheless
some further steps are necessary to obtain the experiment-
comparable information. These involve in particular, the
quantum number projection techniques, which require
even nowadays considerable numerical efforts.
We have developed recently an efficient method to per-
form quantum number projections [1]. In this contribu-
tion, we would like to show and discuss some results of our
recent studies which employ the projection method. Ulti-
mately, the framework of our approach is the standard one,
according to which the total wave function is described by
the linear combination of the projected states,
|Ψ
INZ(±)
M ;α 〉 =
∑
K,n
g
INZ(±)
Kn,α Pˆ
I
MK Pˆ±Pˆ
N PˆZ |Φn〉, (1)
where |Φn〉 are the symmetry-broken HFB-type wave func-
tions, and Pˆ IMK , Pˆ±, and Pˆ
N PˆZ are the angular momen-
tum, the parity, and the neutron and proton number pro-
jectors, respectively. The coefficients of the linear com-
bination, g
INZ(±)
Kn,α , are obtained by solving the so-called
Hill-Wheeler equation, see e.g. [2] for the detailed formu-
lation. In the present work we only discuss the results with
one HFB state, i.e., without the configuration mixing of
the generator coordinate method (GCM).
2. Efficient method for projection
The basic features of our method [1] for projection (and
GCM) are summarised as follows: 1) The most general
symmetry-broken HFB-type state can be treated including
the breaking of time-reversal symmetry (cranking), and
the method can be applied not only to the even-even but
also to odd and odd-odd nuclei. 2) The harmonic oscillator
basis is used at present, but a new basis of the Gaussian
expansion, which is more suitable for the weakly bound
system (halo/skin), is under development. 3) The trun-
cation scheme based on the canonical basis is efficiently
employed. 4) The Thouless amplitude Zll′ with respect to
the Slater determinant state is used,
|Φ〉 = exp
(∑
ll′
Zll′a
†
la
†
l′
)
|φ0〉, |φ0〉 =
N∏
k=1
b†k|0〉, (2)
where N is the number of particles, and a†k = bk (k ≤ N)
or a†k = b
†
k (k > N) with b
†
k being the canonical basis cre-
ation operator of HFB-type state |Φ〉. In this way, we can
treat the situation of weak-pairing case without any prob-
lem (Z → 0), and can easily adopt the Pfaffian formula [3]
for calculating overlaps.
As for the Hamiltonian, we employ the Woods-Saxon
single-particle potential and the schematic separable-type
residual interactions. For the particle-hole channel, we
take the multipole interaction (λ = 2, 3, 4), whose form
factor is the derivative of the Woods-Saxon potential, with
the selfconsistent value of the strength as in §6-5 of Ref. [4]
(no fitting at all). For the pairing channel, we take the
usual multipole-type (the rλ form factor) with λ = 0 and
2, where the monopole (quadrupole) pairing strength is
fixed to reproduce the even-odd mass-differences (moment
1
of inertia of the ground state band), see Ref. [1] for details.
Quite recently we have been able to perform the projection
calculation making use of the more realistic Gogny force
(the D1S parametrisation). We will show a few prelimi-
nary results with it, while in most of the calculations we
will employ the Woods-Saxon potential with the schematic
multipole interaction schematised above (“WS+MI”).
Here we would like to emphasise the importance of the
cranking term, in our case, −ωrotJx, to generate the mean-
field state sufficiently rich in terms of various-symmetry
states as a ‘trial function to project from’, especially for
the ground state band. In the axially symmetric ground
state, the mean-field wave function contains only K = 0
component without cranking. The cranking term induces
the K = ±1 (time-odd) components, which increase the
moment of inertia considerably (by 30−40%): For this
purpose, small cranking frequency is enough, e.g., h¯ωrot
of the order of a few 10’s of keV, and the results do not
depend on a chosen value of the frequency as long as it is
sufficiently small; see Fig. 7 and 8 of Ref. [1].
3. Tetrahedral nuclear states
Our first application of the projection method will be to
study the tetrahedral-symmetry in certain nuclear states.
In the nuclear structure context the tetrahedral symme-
try, Td, is sometimes referred to as high-rank point-group
symmetry to stress the existence of the 4-dimensional irre-
ducible representation of this group implying the four-fold
degeneracy of certain nucleonic levels. The latter mecha-
nism leads to the extra nuclear stability due to the specific
shell effect (see below).
Tetrahedral shapes can be most easily described as α32-
deformation in the usual nuclear surface parameterisation
R(θ, ϕ) ∝
[
1+
∑
α∗λµYλµ(θ, ϕ)
]
. When the single-particle
orbitals, {ψn, en}, are calculated in function of the tetra-
hedral deformation α32, the existence of four-fold degener-
ate energy levels in addition to the usual two-fold degener-
ate ones contributes to the appearance of large shell gaps
at certain nucleon numbers, i.e., there exist “tetrahedral
closed shells”, see e.g. [5]. The presence of the multipo-
larity λ = 3 implies that the parity is broken in the nu-
clear intrinsic frame of reference and the presence of Y32 in
R(θ, φ) above implies that the axial-symmetry is broken.
Thus, with the cranking term, the single-particle Hamilto-
nian has almost none of the otherwise often present mean-
field symmetries, and the general projection procedure of
Eq. (1) is indeed necessary.
The question arises: What are the specific properties of
spectra generated by tetrahedral-symmetric Hamiltonian?
We have recently performed the projection calculations
for the tetrahedral closed shell nuclei [6]. The tetrahedral
shape is realised in molecular physics, e.g., in the methane
(CH4), the latter known as a tetrahedral rotor. Paradoxi-
cally, it is a kind of “spherical rotor” in the sense that all
the three principal-axis moments of inertia are the same.
However, the group theory tells us that only some specific
spin-parity combinations are allowed in the quantum spec-
tra of the tetrahedral rotors according to irreducible rep-
resentations of the Td symmetry group. The ground state
rotational sequence of the tetrahedral double-closed shell
nuclei belongs to the so-called A1 representation, whose
spin-parity combinations form the following sequence
A1 :
0+, 3−, 4+, 6+, 6−, 7−, 8+, 9+, 9−,
10+, 10−, 11−, 2× 12+, 12−, · · · .
(3)
Indeed we have shown that the results of the projections
precisely follow this property, see Fig. 2 of [6]. Further-
more, for small tetrahedral deformations the spectra are
approximately equidistant, resembling the multi-phonon
structure based on the 3− phonon. This energy-spin de-
pendence gradually changes to the EI ∼ I(I + 1) type
dependence, when tetrahedral deformation increases, i.e.,
the transition from vibrational-like to rotational spectra
is clearly seen [6].
Among tetrahedral double-closed shell nuclei, 80Zr is
one of the most prominent. Our recent Gogny D1S
HFB calculations suggest that the ground state has the
tetrahedral deformation α32 = 0.11 − 0.12, which has
lower energy than the prolate deformed minimum with
β ≈ 0.45 by more than 3 MeV. Our phenomenological
mean-field calculations with the deformed Woods-Saxon
potential, cf. figure 1, predict that within limited deforma-
tion space of quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations,
the ground-state is expected to be very strongly deformed
(‘superdeformed’) with β ≈ 0.43. However, when the min-
imisation over the tetrahedral deformation is allowed, the
energy landscape changes dramatically, the spherical min-
imum disappears and the tetrahedral-symmetry minima
appear for α32 ≈ ±0.2, about 3.2 MeV below.
The doubly-magic tetrahedral nucleus 8040Zr40 is a very
exotic one. Whereas experimentally only one rotational
band is known, with clearly identified E2-transitions, no
experimental data exist for the lighter isotopes. Given
the fact that strictly tetrahedral-symmetric configurations
generate neither quadrupole nor dipole moments, the pop-
ulation and observation of tetrahedral rotational bands be-
longs to the realm of ‘rare events’, therefore most likely not
yet seen. For this reason the theory predictions from vari-
ous independent calculations and models indicating coher-
ently that the ground-states in 80Zr has tetrahedral sym-
metry deserves attention when planning new experiments.
As we believe, it is very likely that the observed ‘superde-
formed’ band is an excited one, whereas the tetrahedral
symmetric ground-state band has never been seen. Since
the tetrahedral configurations generate in turn strong oc-
tupole moments, the future experiments should possibly
aim at this observable, if not in the very exotic 80Zr, whose
population may cause extra problems with the statistics,
then perhaps in some other isotopes in which similar prop-
erties are predicted.
The pairing correlations are quenched for both neutrons
and protons because of the large shell gaps atN = Z = 40.
In figure 2 we show our preliminary result of spectrum with
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Fig. 1: According to the phenomenological mean-field calcu-
lations with the Woods-Saxon Hamiltonian (universal param-
eterisation) the ‘superdeformed’ minimum, top, is the lowest
in energy; here at each {β, γ} point the minimisation was per-
formed over α40. When the extra minimisation over tetrahedral
(α32) deformation is allowed, bottom, the spherical minimum
disappears, and the nucleus arrives at the tetrahedral deforma-
tion minima with α32 ≈ ±0.2, gaining 3.2 MeV, in an excellent
agreement with our Gogny calculations. [From [7]].
the Gogny D1S force as an example, where the oscilla-
tor basis with Nmaxosc = 12 is used. As it is clearly seen,
the spectrum is ‘vibrational-like’ (approximately linear
energy-vs.-spin dependence) because of the rather small
deformation and follow the specific spin-parity combina-
tions in Eq. (3). We have performed calculations with the
WS+MI Hamiltonian and obtained very similar results,
what justifies the possible use of the schematic interaction
for describing the collective excitations.
The previous figure illustrates the results for a rather
insignificant deformation of the system of α32 ≈ 0.12. To
address the issue of the structure of the rotational bands
under the dominating presence of the tetrahedral sym-
metry, let us consider first a relatively simple case: The
nucleus 81Zr, in which one neutron is added on top of the
tetrahedral-closed shell N = 40 in 80Zr. To guarantee
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Fig. 2: Preliminary result of calculated excitation spectrum for
the tetrahedral ground state of 80Zr calculated with the Gogny
D1S interaction.
that tetrahedral symmetry clearly dominates let us con-
sider rather extreme deformation of α32 = 0.4.
For the half-integer spins the Td group has three irre-
ducible representations, E1/2, E5/2 and G3/2, where G3/2
is four-dimensional, while the others are two-dimensional.
In figure 3, we show an example with the valence neu-
tron occupying one of the two-fold degenerate states cor-
responding to the E1/2 representation. It can be seen from
the figure that the calculated excitation energies form two
sequences following the rule EI ∼ I(I+1), thus interpreted
as rotational, however, at the same time the tetrahedral
symmetry imposes specific ‘extra rules’. These rules are
sufficiently characteristic to help defining the strategy of
the experimental search of the tetrahedral symmetry in
this nucleus and will be discussed in some detail.
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Fig. 3: Calculated spectrum of 81Zr with the WS+MI Hamil-
tonian; the odd neutron was placed at one of two-fold E1/2
levels near the Fermi level. The solid lines connect the energy
levels of the rotor including the effect of the Coriolis coupling,
cf. eq. (4), and surrounding text.
The projected positive-parity states belonging to the
lower branch in figure 3, form a spin-parity sequence be-
ginning with Ipi = 1/2+, there is no state with Ipi = 5/2+,
the next available state having Ipi = 9/2+. From now
on, the ∆I = 2 sequence is present with the states at
Ipi = 13/2+, 17/2+, etc. The negative parity sequence be-
gins at the state Ipi = 5/2−, the ‘expected’ rotational band
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member at 9/2− is missing, and instead there are two neg-
ative parity states present at Ipi = 11/2− and 13/2−. The
first of them cannot be a band member in the usual sense
since there is no E2-transition possible, neither populating
nor de-exciting this state within the sequence.
We may conclude that the lower energy branch contains
the positive parity band beginning with the band-head at
Ipi = 9/2+ and the negative-parity band beginning with
the band-head at Ipi = 15/2− only. Such bands could
be mistaken with what in a ‘common language’ are called
K = 9/2 and K = 15/2 bands. Observe the symmetry
imposed rule of ∆I = 3 ‘spin-shift’ between the two band-
heads. Similarly, the upper branch in figure 3 contains
∆I = 2 positive parity sequence beginning with Ipi =
7/2+ but the negative-parity sequence beginning only at
Ipi = 13/2−, with again ∆I = 3 ‘spin shift’ between the
two.
There are yet more characteristic features of the rota-
tional bands in question imposed by the symmetry: Begin-
ning with a certain spin value some members of the band
have nearly degenerate opposite parity partners whereas
some others have none, within the spin range considered.
Of course the above considerations should be accompa-
nied by the discussion of the characteristic features of the
electromagnetic transition probabilities whose branching
ratios form another valuable set of criteria for identifying
the discussed symmetries in nature, in analogy to the tech-
niques developed in molecular physics. However this part
of the discussion is left for a forthcoming publication.
In order to understand the origin of the splitting be-
tween the two sequences visible in figure 3, we have con-
sidered the conventional particle-rotor model,
Hp-rot = E0 +
I(I + 1)
2J
−
I · j
J
. (4)
In contrast to the axially-symmetric case, the K quantum
number is not the good quantum number in the tetrahe-
dral rotor case, so that it is not totally trivial to evaluate
the Coriolis coupling in Eq. (4).
We represent the resultant rotor spectra including the
Coriolis coupling by the solid lines in figure 3, where J is
the average moment of inertia parameter of the two pro-
jected sequences and E0 is adjusted in such a way that
it shifts the lowest-energy state at zero energy. The ma-
trix elements of j are calculated with the Woods-Saxon
single-particle states. As it is seen from the figure, the
splitting between the two parabolic-type sequences can be
interpreted as the result of the Coriolis coupling. Note
that while the splitting caused by the first order Coriolis
coupling is only effective for the K = 1/2-band in the case
of the usual axially-symmetric rotor, here the splitting al-
ways appears because the coupling parameter is non-zero
due to the characteristic K-mixing of the tetrahedral ro-
tor. In the case of the G3/2 four-fold degenerate level,
the pattern of the coupling is more complicated and the
spectra split into more than two sequences; in this case
numerical diagonalisation is necessary.
We may conclude that the mean-field calculations with
the symmetry projection predict the characteristic split-
ting of the lowest-lying rotational states into two sequences
as the ones in the figure. The presence of these two se-
quences can be interpreted as the result of the Coriolis
effect in odd-A nuclei, when the extra nucleon is added on
top of the core with the wave function belonging to the
A1 representation; the details will be reported elsewhere.
For integer-spins the Td group has five irreducible repre-
sentations, A1, A2, E, and F1, F2, for each of which char-
acteristic spin-parity combinations like the ones in Eq. (3)
are assigned, see Appendix of Ref. [6]. The HFB-type
states, in which degenerate single-nucleonic levels are oc-
cupied with the same probability like in the case of double-
closed configuration or of the completely paired configu-
ration in the BCS treatment, belong to the A1 represen-
tation.
In order to analyse, to an extent schematically, the spec-
tra belonging to other irreducible representations, we have
performed the following construction: Assuming quenched
pairing correlations, we put two neutrons in a four-fold
degenerate level, belonging to the G3/2 representation, on
top of the closed tetrahedral-magic shell in 80Zr atN = 40.
In order to make the modelling as simple as possible, we
use the WS+MI Hamiltonian and choose for this ‘aca-
demic’ test as before a rather unrealistically large defor-
mation of α32 = 0.4, at which the tetrahedral-symmetry
effects of the quantum rotor dominate.
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Fig. 4: Low energy levels of 82Zr calculated with the WS+MI
Hamiltonian, where two neutrons occupy one of four-fold de-
generate G3/2 level near the Fermi surface.
We show the resulting spectrum of 82Zr in figure 4. As
can be seen, the energy sequences obtained follow clearly
the EI ∼ I(I + 1) proportionality. The group theory tells
us that the coupling of the anti-symmetric two-neutron
states of the G3/2-symmetry can be decomposed according
to the relation: A(G3/2×G3/2) = A1+E+F2. It then fol-
lows that the resulting energy levels, cf. figure 4 (details are
omitted here and are left for the forthcoming publication)
belong to one of the three irreducible representations men-
tioned, i.e., A1, E, and F2, where the levels belonging to
the three-dimensional F2-representation split further into
three sequences. The detailed analysis and interpretation
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of the results in figure 4 can be constructed similarly to
the simpler case of 81Zr nucleus discussed above and will
not be presented here.
4. High-spin states: Wobbling and Chiral rotations
As the next example, we apply the projection method to
the high-spin states focussing on two symmetry-related
types of rotational bands, the wobbling- and the chiral-
doublet bands. The so-called wobbling bands arise within
the quantum mechanical description of the motion of the
asymmetric top, see §4-5 of Ref. [4]. In triaxially deformed
nuclei the collective rotation about all three principal axes
are possible, what results in the phonon-like multiple rota-
tional bands built on top of any single intrinsic configura-
tion. Such multiple band structures have been observed in
some of the so-called triaxial superdeformed (TSD) bands
in the Lu isotopes, see e.g. Ref. [8].
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Fig. 5: The results of our projection calculations with the
WS+MI Hamiltonian, for the TSD bands in 163Lu. Calculated
energy levels marked with the ‘+’-sign are compared with the
experimental results [9] as indicated.
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Fig. 6: Relative spectra for the wobbling excitations in 163Lu.
We have performed the angular momentum projection
calculations for the TSD bands in 163Lu. In figure 5,
we show an example of the spectra calculated with the
WS+MI Hamiltonian, and in figure 6 the corresponding
relative excitation spectra. In both figures, the experimen-
tally observed yrast, one-phonon, and two-phonon TSD
bands (TSD1, TSD2, and TSD3, respectively) are also in-
cluded [9]. We also show the results of the out-of-band to
in-band B(E2)-ratio in figure 7.
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Fig. 7: Calculated B(E2) ratios of the TSD bands in 163Lu are
compared with the experimental data [9]
The mean-field deformation parameters used here are
(β2, β4, γ) = (0.42, 0.02, 18
◦). They roughly correspond to
those of the TSD minima in the Woods-Saxon-Strutinsky
calculation. We have chosen the pairing gap parameters
∆n = ∆p = 0.5 MeV. As for the cranking frequency to
generate the HFB wave function, we employed h¯ωrot = 0.2
MeV, associated with the x-axis cranking. As it is seen
from figure 5, a regular multiple band structure appears,
however, the calculated moment of inertia of the yrast
band is too small compared with the observed one. It
should be emphasised that this kind of multiple band
structure never appears if the mean-field with too small a
triaxiality.
Concerning the results in figure 6, let us note that the
relative spectra are rather sensitive to the mean-field pa-
rameters, especially to the triaxiality γ and the cranking
parameter ωrot. The wobbling phonon excitation energy
decreases when increasing γ, while it increases when in-
creasing ωrot. For example, we can reproduce approxi-
mately the one-phonon energies either with γ = 30◦ and
h¯ωrot = 0.2 MeV, or with γ = 18
◦ and h¯ωrot = 0.1 MeV,
although, in the latter case, the excitation energy de-
creases rapidly and vanishes before spin 40h¯. On the other
hand, the two-phonon excitation energies can be roughly
reproduced with γ = 35◦ and h¯ωrot = 0.2 MeV, while
we found it difficult to simultaneously reproduce both the
one-phonon and two-phonon spectra.
As for the B(E2) ratios in figure 7, the calculated val-
ues are smaller than the observed ones; in order to repro-
duce the ratios larger γ values are necessary. The calcu-
lated B(E2) ratio from the one-phonon to the yrast band
(TSD 2 → 1) decreases as a function of spin, as long
as the constant i.e. spin-independent γ is considered, in
contrast to the measured ratio that is almost constant or
even increasing. We would like to emphasise that the ulti-
mate features of the wobbling motion, obtained within the
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macroscopic rotor model, are satisfactorily reproduced by
the present fully-microscopic projection calculation from
a single intrinsic wave function, although we are far from
its satisfactory description at present.
As another application investigated in this article let
us present the chiral rotation studied by employing again
the projection method. The chiral doublet bands are pre-
dicted for the triaxially deformed nuclei with the proton
and neutron angular momenta pointing to two different di-
rections [10]. For example, in the triaxially deformed odd-
odd nucleus with an odd proton occupying the high-j par-
ticle level and with an odd neutron occupying the high-j
hole level, the three angular momentum vectors, that of
the proton, of the neutron, and of the collectively rotat-
ing nucleus, tend to align with the largest, smallest, and
middle principal axes, respectively.
Under these circumstances, after Kelvin, the chirality
mechanism arises since the mirror image of an object
(nuclear configurations with the three vectors pointing
to three directions in space) cannot be superposed with
the object itself through rotation. Therefore to each left-
handed combination of the three vectors there should cor-
respond a right-handed one with the result that there
should always exist two non-identical although chiral-
equivalent realisations of each discussed nuclear configu-
ration in a left-handed and right-handed version – of the
same energy. However in the quantum systems one can
imagine a penetration of the potential barrier separating
the two associated potential energy minima with the re-
sulting energy-doublets split or degenerate, depending on
the properties of the potential separating the two minima.
This mechanism parallels the one of the parity doublet
bands in pear-shape octupole-deformed nuclei.
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Fig. 8: A result of projection calculation with the WS+MI
Hamiltonian for the chiral doublet band in 104Rh.
We wish to verify whether the chiral-doublet bands ap-
pear in the calculations with the angular momentum pro-
jection applied to the odd-odd nuclei. An example of the
results for the 104Rh nucleus is shown in figure 8. In these
calculations, we have fixed β2 = 0.3 and ωrot = 0 together
with β4 = 0 and γ = −30
◦ for simplicity. The pairing
gaps were self-consistently calculated with the monopole
pairing strengths selected to reproduce the even-odd mass
differences for both the neutrons and the protons. Next
we have studied the appearance/disappearance of the dou-
blets of bands by changing β2 deformation and the crank-
ing parameter (ωrot about the x-axis). We found out that
the doublet-bands appear within a rather restricted range
of β2, whereas it seems to be more difficult to obtain de-
generate bands when increasing the cranking parameter.
As it can be seen from the figure, the odd- and even-spin
members are degenerate forming |∆I| = 1 bands in the
lower excitation energy region, and when approaching at
high-spins, I ≈ 15 − 30 h¯, the two lowest bands produce
doublet (rather than fully degenerate) bands, which is ex-
pected for the chiral-symmetry breaking.
5. Drip-line nuclei
Finally we have studied rotational properties of certain un-
stable drip-line nuclei. Our question to examine is: How
is the collective rotation affected by the specific features
of weak nucleonic binding, the latter manifested through
the skin and/or halo mechanisms. To examine this issue,
we have chosen the nucleus 40Mg expected to lie close to-,
or at the neutron drip-line. According to our Gogny HFB
calculations this nucleus has a rather large axial defor-
mation of β2 ≈ 0.34 in spite of the fact that its neutron
number is magic-spherical (N = 28). The density distri-
bution indicates that there is a considerable presence of
the neutron skin and that the root-mean-square radius,√
〈r2〉 = 3.63 fm, i.e. about 15% larger than the that of
other stable nuclei in the considered mass range.
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Fig. 9: Preliminary results for the moment of inertia defined
as J (1) ≡ (2I + 1)/
(
E(I + 1) − E(I − 1)
)
of the ground state
band in 40Mg. The horizontal solid (dotted) lines denote the
rigid-body values with r0 = 1.2 fm (with the calculated radius).
We have performed the angular momentum projection
calculations with both the WS+MI Hamiltonian and the
Gogny D1S force. For the WS+MI calculations, we use
the deformation parameters calculated by the HFB result
with the Gogny D1S force.
Unfortunately, there are not enough experimental data
to fix the pairing force strengths in the WS+MI Hamilto-
nian for 40Mg, so that we used in this paper the data from
the stable isotope 24Mg and made the extrapolation to fix
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the pairing strengths. This procedure has ambiguities and
the resulting spectra depend on the specific choice of the
stable isotope being used. The energies of the first 2+ and
4+ states are rather sensitive to this choice and may not be
very reliable. In figure 9, we show the moments of inertia
obtained from the calculated energy levels according to:
J (1) ≡ (2I +1)/
(
E(I +1)−E(I − 1)
)
. We have used our
two Hamiltonians, both of which give similar results at in-
creasing spins. As it is shown in the figure, the moments
of inertia according to both calculations decrease rather
rapidly as spin increases. This tendency is very rare for
the inertia calculated with the projection method, where
the projection is performed from the one HFB-type mean-
field state. We think that this feature of the decreasing
moment of inertia is specific for the weakly-bound nuclei.
Moreover, the value of inertia calculated with the Gogny
D1S force is considerably smaller than the rigid-body value
even at the lowest spin. This may indicate that the skin
and/or halo-like neutron components, whose density dis-
tributions tend to be spherical, do not contribute to the
moment of inertia of the collective rotation.
6. Summary
We have studied several subjects of contemporary inter-
est in nuclear structure by employing an efficient quantum
number projection method, which we have recently devel-
oped. The importance of the cranking term is stressed to
obtain the correct magnitude of the moment of inertia for
the ground state rotational bands.
After applying the projection onto the good angular-
momentum as well as parity, we have discussed the rota-
tional band-structures in the tetrahedral-symmetry states
of 80,81,82Zr. We have formulated some spectroscopic cri-
teria which may be useful when proposing the experiments
to test tetrahedral symmetry. Although we have applied
the group theory considerations to help understanding the
general spectroscopic features, the projection calculations
are necessary to obtain the numerical predictions.
Next, the results of the angular momentum projection
applied to the high-spin states have been presented. Two
kinds of symmetry-related rotational mechanisms, the
wobbling bands and the chiral-doublet bands were studied
using the fully-microscopic projection calculations.
Finally we have investigated the rotational spectra of
the weakly-bound drip-line nuclei, where the effects of the
halo and/or skin are expected to be important. The results
of our calculation suggest that the moment of inertia of the
ground state band in such a drip-line nucleus may decrease
with increasing spin, which is quite different from those in
the stable nuclei.
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